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1. Drug development pipeline
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— Therapeutic target: Protein whose activity we want to disrupt.
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— Key-lock principle: A drug is a small molecular compound that binds to
the therapeutic target to disrupt its activity.
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— ADME-Tox requirements:
— Absorption: Drugs absorbed orally must be absorbed before they can be
transported to their site of action.
— Distribution: The drug must reach its site of action.
— Metabolism: The drug should not be metabolized into an undesirable
compound before it has acted.
— Elimination: The drug should be eliminated.
— Toxicity: The drug should have limited side effects.
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— Optimize:
— ligand-receptor interaction (pharmacodynamics).
— ADME-Tox properties (pharmacokinetics).
— the design of the synthetic path to produce the lead compound.
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— Pre-clinical trials (on animals).
— Clinical trials:
— Phase I: Tests on healthy volunteers to determine the maximal
tolerated dose, pharmacokinetics and adverse effects.
— Phase II: Tests on patients to determine the most appropriate dosage,
efficacy and tolerance.
— Phase III: Double-blind, placebo-controlled, larger-scale trials to
confirm tolerance and efficacy.
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— Drug development is a lengthy, costly process [DGH16].
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— Drug development is a lengthy, costly process [DGH16].
— Adverse drug reactions (ADRs): annual direct hospital cost in the US
(2012) of 1.56 billion USD [Mig+12]
∼ 2.2 million hospitalized patients;
∼ 100 000 deaths (yearly, US) [LPC98].
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— Drug development is a lengthy, costly process [DGH16].
— Adverse drug reactions (ADRs): annual direct hospital cost in the US
(2012) of 1.56 billion USD [Mig+12]
∼ 2.2 million hospitalized patients;
∼ 100 000 deaths (yearly, US) [LPC98].
— Precision medicine: The top highest-grossing drugs in the US only help
1/25 to 1/4 patients [Sch15].
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Chemical space
— 1023 stars in the observable universe.
— Number of possible molecules:
– 1.67x1011 molecules with less than 17
heavy atoms [Rey15];
– 1060 drug-like molecules [BMG96].
— Number of known molecules:
∼ 92x106 (PubChem Compound);
∼ 35x106 commercial compounds (ZINC).
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2. Machine learning and
chemoinformatics
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Help from computer science:
“...the mixing of information resources to transform data into
information, and information into knowledge, for the intended
purpose of making better decisions faster in the arena of drug
lead identification and optimisation.” – F. K. Brown.
“... the application of informatics methods to solve chemical
problems.” – J. Gasteiger and T. Engel.
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Supervised machine learning
Many problems along the drug development pipeline can be
framed as supervised machine learning problems.
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— Virtual screening: Which compounds from a chemical library bind to the
therapeutic target?
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— Virtual screening: Which compounds from a chemical library bind to the
therapeutic target?
Can one find a function f that:
— takes a small molecule and returns whether or not it binds to the
therapeutic target?
— takes a small molecule and returns its binding affinity to the
therapeutic target?
— takes a list of small molecules and ranks them by affinity to the
therapeutic target?
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— Virtual high-throughput screening: Which compounds from a chemical
library bind the therapeutic target?
J. Swamidass, C.-A. Azencott, et al. (2009) Influence Relevance Voting: an accurate and
interpretable virtural high-throughput screening method. JCIM, 49 (4), 756–766.
E. J. Martin et al. (2017) Profile-QSAR 2.0: Kinase virtual screening accuracy comparable
to four-concentration ic50s for realistically novel compounds JCIM, 57(8), 2077–2088.
—

Combine outputs from docking programs [Eri+17].
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— QSAR: Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship.
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— QSAR: Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship.
Can one find a function f that takes small molecule and returns:
— its logP coefficient?
— its IC50?
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— QSAR: Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship.
Can one find a function f that takes small molecule and returns:
— its logP coefficient?
— its IC50?
— QSPR: Qualitative Structure-Property Relationship.
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— QSAR: Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship.
Can one find a function f that takes small molecule and returns:
— its logP coefficient?
— its IC50?
— QSPR: Qualitative Structure-Property Relationship.
Can one find a function f that takes small molecule and returns:
— whether it is carcinogenic?
— whether it may bind a kinase?
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— QSAR: Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship.
— QSPR: Quantitative Structure-Property Relationship.
C.-A. Azencott et al. (2007) One- to four-dimensional kernels for virtual screening and
the prediction of physical, chemical, and biological properties JCIM, 47(3), 956–974.
O. T. Devinyak and R. B. Lesyk (2016) 5-Year trends in QSAR and its machine learning
methods. Curr Comput Aided Drug Des 12 (4) 265–271.
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— Combinatorial chemistry: Generate “variations” on a template (scaffold).
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— Combinatorial chemistry: Generate “variations” on a template (scaffold).
Can one find a function f that takes a scaffold (and a binding pocket) and
returns a list of molecules grown from this template that:
— bind to the pocket with good pharmacodynamics?
— have good pharmacokinetics?
— are synthetically accessible?
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— Combinatorial chemistry: Generate “variations” on a scaffold.
J. Pottel and N. Moitessier (2017) Customizable generation of synthetically accessible,
local chemical subspaces JCIM, 57(3), 454–467.
—

Generate peptides with high biological activity [Gig+15].
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Adverse Drug Reactions
— ADR prediction: Can one find a function f that takes a molecule and
returns a list of possible ADRs?
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Adverse Drug Reactions
— ADR prediction: Can one find a function f that takes a molecule and
returns a list of possible ADRs?
SIDER (SIDe Effect Resource) http://sideeffects.embl.de/:
— y = side effet keyword, x = molecule.
— link prediction: predict missing link in a drug–side-effect graph
A. Cami et al. (2011) Predicting adverse drug events using pharmacological network
models STM, 114 (3).
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Adverse Drug Reactions
— Drug promiscuity: ADRs can be due to the drug binding to unintended
secondary targets.
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Adverse Drug Reactions
— Drug promiscuity: ADRs can be due to the drug binding to unintended
secondary targets.
Can one find a function f that:
— takes a protein and returns whether or not the drug binds it?
— takes a protein and returns its binding affinity to the drug?
— takes a list of (all druggabble) proteins and ranks them by the affinity
of the drug for them?
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Adverse Drug Reactions
— Drug promiscuity: ADRs can be due to the drug binding to unintended
secondary targets.
Can one find a function f that:
— takes a protein and returns whether or not the drug binds it?
— takes a protein and returns its binding affinity to the drug?
— takes a list of (all druggabble) proteins and ranks them by the affinity
of the drug for them?
— Identify all proteins the drug can bind
E. Lounkine et al. (2012) Large-scale prediction and testing of drug activity on
side-effect targets Nature, 7403, 361–367.
B. Playe et al. (2018) Efficient multi-task chemogenomics for drug specificity
prediction PLoS ONE.
— Use known and predicted targets to derive additional drug descriptors
Y. Yamanishi et al. (2012) Drug Side-Effect Prediction Based on the Integration of
Chemical and Biological Spaces JCIM, 52(12), 3284–3292.
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Adverse Drug Reactions
— Drug-drug interactions (DDIs)
F. Cheng and Z. Zhao (2014) Machine learning-based prediction of drug-drug
interactions by integrating drug phenotypic, therapeutic, chemical, and genomic
properties JAMIA, 21, e278–e286.
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Precision medicine

— Drug response: Will this patient respond or not to the treatment?
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Precision medicine

— Drug response: Will this patient respond or not to the treatment?
— Can one find a function f that takes information (clinical, genetic,
otherwise) about the patient and returns appropriate drug(s)?
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Precision medicine

— Drug response: Will this patient respond or not to the treatment?
— Can one find a function f that takes information (clinical, genetic,
otherwise) about the patient and returns appropriate drug(s)?
— Can one find which biomarkers are predictive of the patient’s response?
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3. Representing molecules as
vectors

22

Data representation
Amoxicillin; amoxycillin; amoxicilline; amoxicillin
anhydrous; Clamoxlyl; Amopenixin; Amolin;
Moxal; AMPC . . .

C16 H19 N3 O5 S

(2S,5R,6R)-6-[[(2R)-2-amino-2-(4-hydroxyphenyl)acetyl]amino]-3,3-dimethyl-7-oxo-4-thia-1azabicyclo[3.2.0]heptane-2-carboxylic acid
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The molecular graph II
Examples of labels:
— The element.
— The binding affinity
E.g. XSCORE: polar, hydrophobic, hydrogen-bond donating,
hydrogen-bond accepting, other.
— The element-hybridization state
E.g. Csp3, Nsp2.
— SYBYL: 53 labels
E.g. sp3 carbon, trigonal planar nitrogen, halogen, sulfoxide sulfur.
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Graph kernels
Kernels are principled ways to measure similarities between objects
— Mathematical definition: k : X × X → R such that for all m ∈ N,
for all x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ∈ X , the matrix K ∈ Rn×n telle que
Kij = k(xi , xj ) is positive definite.
— k can be seen as a dot product – there exists a space H and a function
φ : X → H such that k(x, x0 ) = hφ(x), φ(x0 )iH .
— Can be used in distance-based machine learning approach (clustering,
k-nearest neigbors).
— Can be used in kernel methods (kernel ridge regression, support vector
machines, kernel PCA).
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Graph kernels
— Key idea: compare graphs based on subgraphs they have in common
— paths of fixed lengths
— trees of fixed depths
— graphlets (all graphs of k nodes)
K. Borgwardt, E. Ghisu, F. Llinares-López, L. O’Bray and B. Rieck (2020) Graph Kernels: State-of-the-Art and
Future Challenges https://arxiv.org/abs/2011.03854
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Deep learning on graphs
Graph Convolutional Networks [KW16] – the idea is to perform
convolutions on node neighborhoods (rather than pixel neighborhoods).

Source: https://towardsdatascience.com/practical-graph-neural-networks-for-molecular-machine-learning5e6dee7dc003
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Limitations
These representations do not model:
— accessible surface;
— 3D configuration:
— Information can be difficult to get (use simulations);
— Multiple conformations.
— stereoisomers.
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What about large molecules?
— Drug-like compounds: typically about 22 heavy atoms.
— What about proteins?
— Sequence-based representations:
— Sequence kernels:
— Local Alignment Kernel, based on the Smith-Waterman alignment algorithm
[Sai+04].
— String kernels: [Les+04].

— Deep learning for sequences[PS20]
— Use hierarchy from the Enzyme Commission [JV08].
— Use the 3D binding pocket information [Kel+06].
30

4. Multitask approaches
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Multitask machine learning
— Solve multiple related tasks simultaneously
— QSAR for multiple related assays.
— Pharmacogenetics / toxicogenetics / chemogenomics: predict the
response of a cell line to multiple drugs [Edu+15; Dre16; Ior+16].

— x = a cell line, described by multiomics features;
— yt = dose-response to a given drug;
— t = drug.
32

Multitask neural networks
One output unit per task [Car97]

1

t

T

tasks

neural network

input layer
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Multitask linear regression
Group regularization [OTJ06]
linear predictor
for task t

weight of feature j
for task t
feature j of sample i

least squares error

regularization term:
same nonzero weights
across tasks

— Same features selected across tasks.
— The more similar the tasks, the more similar the features?
V. Bellón, C.-A. Azencott, and V. Stoven (2016) Multitask feature selection with task descriptors. PSB.
34

Multitask kernel methods
Kronecker kernel:

m1 m 2

…

mn
t1 t 2 … t T
X

t1 t 2 … t T

m1 m2

…

mn

K((mol1, task1), (mol2, task2)) = Kmol (mol1, mol2) x Ktask (task1, task2)

=

X

Computational issues:
— n molecules, T tasks ⇒ nT observations.
— Can be solved by using mostly nearby observations.
B. Playe, C.-A. Azencott, and V. Stoven (2018) Efficient multi-task chemogenomics for drug specificity
prediction. PLoS ONE.
M. Najm, C.-A. Azencott, B. Playe and V. Stoven (2021) Drug Target Identification with Machine Learning:
How to Choose Negative Examples. Int J Mol Sci.
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5. Other uses of machine learning
for molecular applications
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Drug repositioning
— Novel indications for existing drugs [Nos16]:
— Pharmacokinetics properties already known.
— Potentially faster development.
— Intellectual property & regulatory issues.
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Reaction prediction
— Can we predict the course of an organic chemistry reaction?
— Generate synthetically accessible compounds [Col+17b; Yad17].
— Retrosynthesis.
— Generate organic chemistry problems for teaching undergraduate
chemistry [CKB10].
C.-A. Azencott et al. (2010) Learning to predict chemical reactions JCIM, 51(9),
2209–2222.
J. N. Wei et al. (2016) Neural networks for the prediction of organic chemistry reactions
ACS Cent Sci, 2(10), 725–732.
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Other applications

— Accelerate and complement molecular dynamics simulations:
— Modeling quantum interactions [Sad+16; Sch+17].
— Learning force fields [Bot+17; Chm+17].
— Approximate ab initio configurations [BR15].
— Protein structure prediction.
— Scaffold hoping: finding compounds with similar activity but different
core structure [Baj17].
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Hot topics
— Representation learning:
— Use deep learning to learn better representations of molecular graphs
— Bridging the gaps between kernels and deep learning with
convolutional kernel networks [CJM20]
— Use (deep) generative models to come up with new chemicals (still very
much exploratory) [Kad+17; PBM20; Sam+20].
— Machine learning for molecules workshop
https://moleculediscovery.github.io/workshop2021/
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